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ABSTRACT

Experience in production of secondary pions (neutrinos), kaons and
antiprotons by 28.5 GeV/c protons incident on various target materials
is given. The prcblems associated with various target materials with
respect to target heating, physical degradation and in some cases, dis-
integration, are discussed. The effect of target length and production
angle on secondary beam flux and optical quality will be illustrated by
some incomplete but nonetheless informative data.

INTRODUCTION

Although the primitive (manual) target mechanisms and target design
used at the ACS cay not be applicable to kaon factor? facilities, the
experienced gained may still be useful to those designing targets for
such machines* Data on particle production at various angles and with
several target materials suggests that 0* production may be optimized
with low A target materials of less than one interaction length and that
separated beams are enhanced by finite angle production despite the
larger cross section at 0*.

TARGETS

The typical target mounting arrangement for the slowly extracted
beam program at the AGS uses target heads that can bs easily attached or
removed fron a i m long handle by means of locking device operated from
the opposite end of the handle. The target with a prealigned A102 flag
mounted on the head, is located by means of a track and a stop on a
sled installed on a concrete shield pier. • The target station instrumen-
tation package also is located on the sled following prealignment on a
Jig-

A well in the top of the concrete pier allows temporary storage of
the target by simply pulling the target back off the track and rotating
the handle to park the target in the well. A number of nearby vaults
provide long term storage by inserting the target head, releasing it
froa the handle and closing the vault door. The method has proven fast
and reliable. Targets with activation in excess of 100 rem/hour at a
few cm are changed in tens of seconds with personnel exposures of 5-10
tar in areas whose ambient levels are up to several rem/hr. Were the
levels to increase by a factor of 50-100, as they vould at the proposed
kaon factories, this method would clearly not be viable. Target
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temperature is monitored by means of a thermocouple counted In the
aluminum holder adjacent to the downstream end of the target.

Hevinet and irldiua targets have decomposed and contaminated target
stations even in the slowly extracted bean areas. Bevimet is, of
course, a machinable fora of tungsten, which is in sintered fora with
copper. Growth of whiskers or snow and swelling of the target was
observed at 2 x 10 1 2 protons/second. For the past decade, platinum
targets held on an aluminum holder have bees successfully employed Is
the SEB with a nininua of problems. Low A, low density targets such as
berylium and copper, have also given relatively trouble-free performance
la the SEB.

During fast extraction to the neutrino area, the rate of energy
deposition is increased by more than ID7 la going froa a one second
spill to 12 bunches of 30 ns is 2.75 vs. In the single bunch extraction
mode where one of the twelve bunches is extracted to an experiment, the
first failures of platinum targets were recently observed at intensities
five times below normal SEB operation with a one second spill.

Fast extraction has destroyed sapphire (AI2O3) and tangsien-xheaiaa
targets: the latter a copy of a similar graphite encapsulated target
destroyed at CERN. In the past year, a -titanium target was successfully
used for a nine week wide band neutrino run. Ti has Z - 22, A =• 48, and
P • 4.54 gm/cm3. Its melting point is 1660"C or about 100* lass than
platinum. Although titanium has great strength, it has rather poor
thermal conductivity. Nevertheless, the low density reduces the density
of energy disposition enabling it to survive In situations whare target
length Is unimportant. Copper has been successfully used In narrow band
neutrino operation where a relatively short target is required to allow
momentum selection of the pions prior to their decay. As will be seen
In the next section, copper is not a bad choice for plons produced at
0°.

The conclusions are:
1. Pulsed operation with short Intense bunches is far more de-

structive of targets than a slow spill. •
2. Platinum can be used at intensities below 1013/sec for a beam

spot greater than 4mm2.
3. The target materials and techniques used at the AGS ara not

applicable to kaon factories where Intensity Increases in ex-
cess of one order of magnitude are anticipated.

4. Beware of materials ,sueh as hevimet which are likely to con-
taminate a target station. It is not obvious that pure tung-
sten can be machined to make targets at reasonable cost or
whether or not it can be used without problems of
contamination.

SOME COMMENTS ON PARTICLE PRODUCTION

In order to resolve a targetting conflict between experiments and
to make intelligent choices for neutrino ;(pion) production targets fol-
lowing the failures described above, we undertook a simultaneous mea-

..» surement of 1.4 GeV/c plon and antiproton fluxes at 0* production angle
and .8 GeV/c negative kaon fluxes at 10.5* in the Low Energy Separated

•' Beam I as a function of target materials and length.1 'The measurements
were normalized to the secondary emission chamber (SEC) immediately
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upstreaa of the target, but no
atteopt was sade to correct the
measuTements for beam acceptance
to obtain an absolute nomaliza-
tion. The counter telescope
which aonitors targetting is, of
course, sensitive to target ma-
terial and length and is there-
fore sot useful for
normalization.

'The targets used and the
data obtained are given In Table
I. The interaction length for
?t was obtained by interpolation
using a plot (Tig. 1) of inter-
action lengths vs atonic nuraber
for a variety of materials taken
from the "Blue Book."2

Fig. 1. "The dependence of
interaction length
weight.

i.D on atonic

TABLE I.

£ 1.88" ?£ 3.5" PE .74" Cu 2.95" Cu 5.25" Cu 5.25" Al
.522 .972 .125 .439 .886 • .338

0* Data

7T-/SSC 67.3 60.7
p/SEC .120 .120

55.4
,,.0532

10.5'° Data

103.5 156.4 124.S
.159 .156 .094

K-/SEC 14.7 21.0/18.7 5.65 14.5 15.9 8.0'
5.2 4.9/5.9 5.3 ' 6.2 11.1 12.2

The 0* data obtained indicate both the pion and antiproton pro-
duction saturates at less than half an interaction length whereas the
10.5" kaon data shows no dear saturation at one Interaction length.
This is easily understood a the result of absorption of secondary par-
ticles produced at saall angles vith a relatively large average amount



of material between the point of production and the downstream surface
of the-target. Secondaries produced at 10.5* pass through comparatively
little material before exiting from the side of the target in the direc-
tion of the LESB I.

Figures 2 and 3 indicate that at 0* the Cu targets yield a greater
number of both pions and antiprotons than the equivalent length of Ft,
The 10.5* negative kaoa data is shewn in Fig. 4. Figure 5 indicates a
marked degradation of the n~/K~ ratio for target lengths greater than 4
inches•

CONCLUSIONS

A somewhat higher yield of K~ is obtained from Pt than from Cu, but
the primary benefit for kaoa users arises froa the shorter interaction
length of Pt which allows good kaoa production from a target of less
than 3 inches reducing the depth of focus to provide a better image at
the mass slit and therefore a better n~/K~ ratio.

Small angle negative pion production is enhanced by the use of a Cu
target. The acceptance of the 0* beam is - 20 mr vertically and - 40 mr
horizontally. The narrow band neutrino horn acceptance includes the
angular range of 10 mr to 140 mr and therefore a target length between
.5 < i/lQ < 2 is called for. Cu appears to be the preferred target
material to simultaneously optimize flux and depth of focus for the
narrow band v beam.
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DISCLAIMER

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the
United Stales Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency
thereof, nor any of their employees, makes any warranty, et-press or implied, or
assumes any legal liability cr responsibility for Jhe accuracy, completeness, or use-
fulness of any information, apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or represents
that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Reference herein Jo any spe-
cific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark, manufac-
turer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom-
mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof.
The views and opinions of authors expressed herein do nol necessarily stale or
reflect those of the United Slates Government or any agency thereof.


